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24-dig
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Record
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Record
File Record
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04-dig
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05-dig (part
of the file
scanned)
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Location

Amount

Lang.

Lang.

Lang.

Title

fre

Personal Material

fre

Personal material - Former generations and
other family members
Copy of letter from Elia J. Cohen giving his son
power of attorney for his bank account and
financial affairs
Haimaki Cohen, running for the Greek senate as
representative of the Salonika Jewish community

Trikala

2 pages

gre

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

5 pages

lad

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

ca. 16 pages

fre

Four sections of "Le Progrès" newspaper from
1934

P386-4

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

7 pages

lad (in
Latin
letters)

Extract from a book and footnotes describing
Haimaki Cohen (line 33)

P386-5

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

9 pages

gre

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

1 page

gre

P386-7-dig
P386-8-dig
P386-9-dig

File Record
File Record
File Record

Greece
Greece
Greece

1 page
2 pages
2 pages

fre
fre
eng

P386-10-dig
P386-11-dig

File Record
File Record

Salonika

11 pages
ca. 10 pages

eng
eng

P386-12-dig
P386-S1.2

1 page

eng
fre

P386-13

File Record
Sub-Series
Record
File Record

Greece

3 pages

ger

P386-14

File Record

Greece

1 sheet

ita

ger

P386-15-dig

File Record

Greece

11 pages

gre

fre

P386-16

File Record

Greece

1 page

eng

P386-17

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

16 pages

eng

P386-18

File Record

Seelisberg
(Switzerland)

2 pages

gre

P386-6

06-dig

fre

gre

gre

Content (1)

Content (2)

Date

Remarks (1)

Remarks (2)

1896

Xerox copy

Elia Cohen was the
Grandfather (?) of Alfred
Cohen

Flyer and poster promoting H. Cohen as a
candidate for the Greek senate; article in "Le
Progrès" on H. Cohen running for the senate
Includes articles on the activities of Cohen as
president of Bikur Holim Hospital

1917

April 1934

Haimaki was president of the Jewish
hospital at the time.

Includes a note referring to a text we do not have

date unknown

handwritten

Four personal letters in Greek from family
Encourages the recipient to rent a room and hire
member or friend (Michali) with advice on how to help for the houshold; promises him a parcel with
survive the occupation in Salonika
food and money supply; speaks about difficulties for
futher supply
Obituary for Haimaki Cohen in a general Salonika
newspaper

OctoberNovember 1943

Unclear from whom. Has to be
analyzed. Includes a copy of an unclear
document from 1917 in Arabic or
Ladino/Hebrew?
Haimaki president of the Jewish
hospital at the time

Obituary of Haimaki Cohen
Obituary of Haimaki Cohen
Two pages of a book on the history of Haimaki
Cohen and his family
Saltiel family tree
Ancestors of the Cohen family
Shealtiel Gazette - The international journal of the
family
Scheps (Szeps) family tree
Family of Alfred Cohen's wife, Stella
Personal material - Alfred Cohen

date unknown
date unknown
date unknown

Documents from Alfred Cohen from war period
under Italian occupation (1)

The Nazi "Ortskommandatur Athen" demands that
the Cohen family move to a different apartment
after confiscation of their home; copy of a request
by H. Cohen to stay in their home due to ill health

1934, 1942

Includes a letter to Nazi occupiers
begging to be able to stay in their home,
German 1942; newspaper article on his
win as a lawyer in a case

Documents from Alfred Cohen from war period
under Italian occupation (2)

Permit from the Athens police allowing Alfred
Cohen to travel to Loutraki in his capacity as an
advocate

1942

Includes a letter to Nazi occupiers
begging to be able to stay in their home,
German 1942; newspaper article on his
win as a lawyer in a case

Personal To-Do-list of Alfred Cohen (in a booklet)
from summer 1945
Typed note detailing Alfred Cohen's tasks and
political events in Greece
Compensation request for a survivor industrialist

Includes description of a law project together with
Mr. Jacobson

1945

Letter from Alfred Cohen to the Minister of the
Interior in order to receive a passport for his trip
to Switzerland (Seelisberg Conference)

1943

ca. 1871-1967
March 1995
1883-1989

ca. 1946
A survivor from Salonika, who owned a big factory
before the war, asked Alfred Cohen to represent
him in his bid to request compensation from the
British government.

ca. 1946

July 1947

poor quality xerox copy

Part xerox copy, part originals

P386-19

File Record

P386-20

File Record

P386-S1.3

Sub-Series
Record

P386-21

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

P386-22

File Record

Greece

2 letters

eng

Copy of letter from Mr. Jacobson to Michel
This recognition should be sent to the family by the
Schreiber (Executive Vice-President of the AJDC) AJDC after receiving the notice that Alfred Cohen
asking for official recognition of Alfred Cohen's
had passed away
efforts on behalf of Greek Jewry straight after WW
II; he informed him that Alfred Cohen had passed
away; Letter from Schneider to the Cohen family
praising Alfred Cohen's achievements as AJDC
Country Director in Greece after WWII

1991

P386-23

File Record

Zürich

2 pages

ger

Personal letter from Josef Guggenheim, Zurich to
Stella Cohen regarding their connection

Xerox copy

April 1991

File Record

7 pages

fre

Documents connected to Alfred Cohen’s death

Obituaries, letter of condolence

1991

File Record

2 letters

eng

Correspondence between Jacques Cohen (on
behalf of Alfred Cohen’s wife Stella) and G.I.
Jacobson from the AJDC regarding recognition of
Alfred Cohen's activities in having a law passed
regarding Jewish property

Both sides emphasize that the matter could only be
resolved with the help of AJDC

April-May 1994

File Record

8 letters

eng

P386-24

23-dig

P386-25

P386-26

P386-S1.4

15-dig

Athens

4 pages

ger

eng

Letter from Ruben Hecht, regarding Alfred
Cohen’s “mission” and personal issues

Draft of letter from Alfred Cohen to Dr. Mandl (who
is mentioned in the letter from Hecht) regarding
Alfred Cohen's efforts on behalf of Greek Jewry

Oct. 1947

4 pages

ger

fre

Letter from Ruben Hecht to Alfred Cohen
emphasizing his anti-Israel experience in Athens

German original and French translation

January 1949

Includes Alfred Cohen’s handwriting stating that
legal activity was initiated by Alfred Cohen. This is a
draft of a letter

1988-1989

fre

P386-27-dig

Sub-Series
Record
File Record

fre
9 photos

P386-28

File Record

5 photos

Correspondence in connection with Alfred
Cohen's death; recognition for his activities on
behalf of Greek Jewry after the liberation; fight
for Law no. 846/1946
Draft correspondence regarding Alfred Cohen’s
involvement in OPEJE: Letter to Jacobson
regarding legal activity (Alfred Cohen’s wanted
recognition for that); Answer to Alfred Cohen
from G.I. Jacobson to his letter, January 1989

ger

fre

Correspondence between Stella Cohen and
Includes a letter from Ruth Cheshin of the
AJDC/G.I. Jacobson on the wish of recognition for Jerusalem Foundation informing Stella that the JF is
Alfred Cohen
unable to help her with her negotiations with the
Joint; correspondence with Josef Guggenheim,
Zurich from the JF Board, trying to find connections
to help Stella

George Madross was Alfred Cohens
friend from their common work at the
financial ministry during war

Michel was Alfred Cohen’s
youngest brother. After that
story Alfred Cohen became
sick

May-October
1994

Personal material - Photographs and Tapes
Scanned photos of Cohen family members and
house; visits of the royal family
Photograps: Family

date unknown
Haimaki with a rabbi and probably a prince (no. 1),
Haimaki with a prince (1930’s) (no. 2); Haimaki
portrait (no. 3); Family in Salonika mid 1920s (no. 4,
includes description of each family member; exists
also as scan); Alfred Cohen, ca. 1980's (no. 5);
wedding photograph of Alfred & Stella (no. 6)
Alfred & Stella Cohen, 1980’s, no number: ; No
number: 4 brothers on the balcony in Salonika (only
scan) ca. 1930’s

date unknown

photo exists as Xerox and
scan)

P386-29

link to
audio

File Record

P386-30

link to
audio

File Record

P386-S1.5

P386-31

Greece

40 pages

fre

Transcription of tapes from interviews of Patric
Cohen with his father Alfred Cohen on the family
– genealogy and family history

"Les racines de la famille"

1985(?)

Most of the material is transcribed
handwritten
manually. One part is on paper and
missing in the audio. We receive it
partially digital (disc on key in a mac
format, copied by Wendy to computer).
A set of 4 (?) casetts and transcription
was also given to Yad Vashem. Father
was called Alfred H. Cohen

35 pages

fre

refers to WW II period

April 1985

Interview in April 1985

4 pages

fre

Transcription of tapes (also on CD) from
interviews of Patric Cohen with his father Alfred
Cohen on moving the location of the exiled Greek
government
Personal material - Cohen family saved by
Princess Alice and her recognition as "Righteous
among the Nations"
Letter from Moshe Cohen (not related to the
family) to Tilda (sister of Alfred Cohen) regarding a
visit of Princess Alice to Salonika and the
Princess's wish to meet with Tilda and her mother
or at least to learn about the family's well being

Moshe also describes his own situation in Salonika
and on the whereabouts of various members of the
Cohen family; includes a photo of Princess Alice

November 1948

Written by Alfred Cohen for Yad Vashem, in
connection with their efforts to award Princess Alice
with the title "Righteous among the Nations"

ca. 1980s

Sub-Series
Record
31-dig

File Record

P386-32-dig

File Record

Greece

7 pages

fre

Report on the fate of Greek Jews in general and
the Cohen family in particular during the Nazi
occupation

P386-33-dig

File Record

Jerusalem,
Greece

4 pages

fre

P386-34-dig

File Record

Jerusalem,
Greece

4 pages

eng

Correspondence with Yad Vashem on awarding
the title "Righteous among the Nations" to
Princess Alice from Greece. She hid the Cohen
family in her house for one year during the Nazi
occupation
Ceremony to recognize Princess Alice of Greece a Summary of her help to the Cohen family during the
"Righteous among the Nations" in Yad Vashem
occupation; photographs

P386-S2

Series
Record
Sub-Series
Record
File Record

Greece

3 photographs gre

P386-S2.1
P386-35

1992-1993

handwritten

The title was finally granted to Princess
Alice

1994

Greek Jewry
Greek Jewry - Documents & History

P386-36

27-dig

File Record

Trikala

9 pages

gre

P386-37

07-dig &
07a-dig

File Record

Trikala

5 pages

gre

P386-38
P386-39

File Record
File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)
Greece

22
photographs
1 page

gre

P386-40-dig

File Record

Greece

ca. 100 pages

eng

fre

Photograph of an unclear document granted by
the Greek royal house
Copies of documents from the AIU archives in
Paris regarding the Trikala Jewish Community
(1887-1905), and related letters written by Elias
Cohen

Includes: photograph of entrance to the Jewish
cemetery in Trikala, 1973; a letter from the
president of the Central Board of the Jewish
Communities of Greece regarding the documents
from the AIU archives; photographs of a trip to
Paris
Extract from a newspaper and a book in Greek on Includes photo of the royal family together with H.
one of the visits of King George, the Greek king in Cohen and his children
Trikala, hosted among others by Chaim (Haimaki)
Cohen
Exterior (7 photos), interior (9 photos), people (6
Photographs from the Bikur Holim Jewish hospital photos)
Article in a Greek newspaper from September
1941 regarding Jews in Greece
Correspondence mainly with AJDC officials (Moses
Leavitt, Joseph Schwartz and others) and reports
regarding history and fate of Greek Jewry

1834
1887-1973

only 1 letter is scanned

1912 (copy)

This was not the first time that the
Cohen family hosted royal guests

date unknown
1941

probably photographed by the Joint

1944-1945

Scans from a microfilm (origin not
known)

Copies of files in the AIU
archives

P386-41

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

1 page

gre

P386-42

File Record

Greece

fre

eng

P386-43

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

2 articles, 3
pages
2 pages

heb

gre

P386-44

File Record

Greece

38 pages

eng

P386-45

File Record

Greece

14 pages

gre

P386-46-dig

File Record

Greece

18 pages

eng

P386-47-dig

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

47 pages

eng

P386-48-dig

File Record

Greece

131 pages

P386-S2.2
P386-49

Sub-Series
Record
File Record

Greece

9 pages

eng

P386-50

File Record

Greece

1 page

gre

eng

Official letter from the Health Department of
Macedonia to the Jewish Community in Salonika
asking them for permission for the municipality to
use the Hirsch Hospital after the British army left
in exchange for a guarentee that 50 beds would
be assigned for Jewish patients only.

March 1946

Newspapaer articles regarding the situation of the
Jews in Greece
Greeting card (for Rosh Hashana?) from the
Childrens Center in Salonika for the Jewish year
5709
List with books and articles on Greek Jewish
history since the Hellenistic period, with
introduction by Steven Bowman, Athens
Newspaper articles on Greek Jewry, Judaism and
Israel
The Sephardi Report: special issue on the history
of Jewish communities in Greece
Article from West Chester, University of
Pennsylvania: "History of the Jews of Thessaloniki
and the Holocaust"
E.M.A. National Liberation Front. White Book:
May 1944 – March 1945 (By Greek-American
Council)
Greek Jewry - Property

SeptemberOctober 1947
1948

Includes: Photograph of the children with their
teachers and counselors

1973

In the years 1944-1950 the hospital was
used for medical needs by the British
Military base. today it is a Stadt hospital

Stencil, typewritten

1995-2001
Spring 2004
Nov-06

Published: 1945; Reprinted by Red Star Publishers,
2013

Asher Moises (president of the Central Board of
the Jewish Communities of Greece): Report on
"The problem of abandoned Jewish property in
Greece"
Answer from the Ministry of Finance to the Jewish Includes a list of all distributed property
Community of Salonika regarding the registration
of all looted furniture and the distribution of
furniture and other property to the survivors
Protocol by lawyer Alfred Cohen of a meeting in
Cohen who functions as custodian for several
connection with his activities to return Jewish
survivors trying to receive back their shops, is asked
property
to continue with his activities
Letters from various Greek ministers and political
parties to the Central Board of Jewish
Communities in Greece regarding a proposal to
institute a law granting restitution for property to
people who are not direct heirs as well

P386-51
P386-52

File Record
File Record

Greece
Greece

2 pages
20 pages

gre
gre

P386-53

File Record

Greece

12 pages

gre

Restitution of Jewish shops

P386-54

File Record

Greece

10 pages

gre

P386-55

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

Documents and correspondence with various
Includes: details on furniture that was so far
ministeries regarding former Jewish property and received; letter from Ministry of Justice regarding
changing the law on Jewish property
the fate of property from Jewish institutions and the
Jewish cemetery
Separate: letter regarding Hirsch Hospital
Letter from Israel G. Jacobson (for the AJDC) to
He emphazises that the Greek solution of handing
the Greek Prime-Minister Th. Sofoulis, stating that over confiscated and abandoned Jewish property to
the problem of Greek Jewry could be solved by
the remaining Jewish population and not to the
returning the buildings which belonged to Jewish State should be a precedence for other countries
individuals, communities and institutions before
WWII.

Includes a handwritten letter from Alfred Cohen to
someone who wants his shop back; letter by police
regarding Jewish property; contract regarding
restitution of shop; notes by Alfred Cohen

2013

Digital reprint

Nov-45

Additional material belonging to this file
is in file 22.

1945

Aug-45
1945

1945

1945-1947

January 1946

P386-56

File Record

Greece

7 pages

gre

P386-57

File Record

Greece

2 pages

eng

Request to the representative of the King, the
president and various ministers on behalf of the
"holders" of the Jewish shops who are affected by
law 808
Copy of letter from the Private Secretary of the
Greek King, Pipinelis, to H.O. Joseph (Chairman
Austria, Italy and Greece Department of the
Jewish Committee for Relief Abroad, London)
regarding the law on Jewish property and on the
Jewish cemetery in Salonika

Includes: many explanations why this law does not
seem fair for them as their stock in the shops is not
taken into account by the law

February 1946

Two versions of the same letter. Also a clean signed
version, but not the final one, comparing the text
with the version containing Alfred Cohen’s remarks
and corrections

November 1946

Copy and carbon-copy

December 1946

Letter from Max Gottschalk to Alfred Cohen in
reaction to a report from Cohen on the
distribution and use of heirless Jewish property
List of confiscated Jewish buildings in Greece
(most probably Athens and Salonika) and their
status after WW II
Letter from the Central Board of Jewish
Communities of Greece regarding the property of
over 50000 Jews in Salonika (draft and copies of
sent letters)
Notes from Alfred Cohen regarding death
testimonies and certificates
Lists with names of people who approached the
court in matters of properties owned by Jews

Gottschalk considers it immoral to distribute the
property equally among rich and poor survivors,
and emphasizes that the properties should be used
to finance various Jewish institutions for the old,
sick, children and for education in order to enable
the continuation of Jewish life in Greece

P386-58
P386-59

File Record
File Record

Greece
Thessalonikē
(Greece)

2 pages
1 page

fre
fre

P386-60

File Record

Greece

10 pages

gre

P386-61

File Record

Greece

4 pages

gre

P386-62

File Record

Greece

11 leaves

gre

P386-63

File Record

Greece

8 pages

gre

P386-S3

P386-64

Series
Record
Sub-Series
Record
File Record

Greece

5 pages

gre

P386-65

File Record

Greece

4 pages

fre

"Avant-projet de l'Organisme pour
Discusses ways to achieve this
l'administration des fortunes juives abandonnées
(O.D.E.I.P.)" - Presentation of the body which
should according to the proposed law deal with
abandoned Jewish property

P386-66

File Record

Greece

4 pages

gre

Memorandum for changing Law 808/1945
regarding Jewish property

P386-S3.1

Letter from the general secretary of the Jewish
community in Salonika to the community's
president re two Jewish plots in Salonika which
belonged to AIU before WWII, and the reparations
they received from Germany in June 1967 for the
buildings and its contents

Max Gottschalk was in his various
functions much involved in Greek Jewry
after the war
1946

Copies of the same letters were sent to various
ministries, the King and the President

1946

ca. 1945-1946
Including details regarding topic of court case, date,
decision of court, status of remarks

1946-1947

Includes: Irgun Olei Yavan in Tel Aviv claims in
incl.: list of orgnizations etc. who
July 1979
German courts that they are the heirs of the Jewish received money from the Jewish
community in Greece and should therefore receive community in Salonika over the years
the compensation. Struggle in courts over who
receives the money for the buildings (AIU,
Community or Igun Olei Yavan)

These certificats were needed in order
to claim Jewish property
Scan it and give originals to Jewish
museum in Salonika
Xerox copy

Political activity

fre

eng

Political activity for the laws regarding restitution
of Jewish property in Greece
Initiative for law 846/1945 (Greek original and
Copy of a letter from the Ministry of Finance to the
French translation)
"Comité Central des Communautés Juives de Grèce"
informing them that even though, under current
law, the Greek government inherits abandoned
Jewish property, they would rather use the funds
for special philantropic purposes (French and Greek
version); Includes later handwritten note from
Alfred Cohen to this proposal (in English)

29.8.1945

ca. 1945 (?)

Law 808/1945 ordered the immediate 1945
return of Jewish property to the
trustees of the original owners

Letter from the Ministry of Finance to
The government wanted that
the Jewish community was actually
the property should go back.
written by Alfred Cohen on their behalf This was not the law but one
of the first decrets

P386-67

File Record

Greece

4 pages

gre

Macedonia: Decision of a government delegate
regarding cancellation of law 205/1943; other
documents regarding cancellation of this law

1945

P386-68

File Record

Greece

4 pages

gre

December 1945

P386-69

File Record

Greece

9 pages

gre

P386-70

File Record

Greece

ca. 60 pages

gre

Government newspaper regarding laws,
concerning Jewish property, that have to be
passed
Unclear letter and drafts about help to survivors,
the need to change the law regarding Jewish
property
Documents related to the law regarding former
Jewish property (Governmental prints of the laws
& personal notes of Alfred Cohen regarding these
laws)

P386-71

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

Letter from the Ministry of Justice to Israel Geno
Jacobson from the AJDC in Athens, informing him
that the Greek Government had ratified the law
regarding abandoned Jewish property

File Record

Greece

1 page

eng

P386-73

File Record

Greece, Cairo

1 page

eng

P386-74

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

2 pages

gre

P386-75

File Record

Greece

4 pages

gre

P386-76

File Record

Greece

9 pages

gre

P386-77
P386-78

File Record
File Record

Greece
Switzerland

2 pages
ca. 50 pages

eng
fre

P386-S3.2
P386-79

Sub-Series
Record
File Record

Greece

9 pages

eng

P386-80

File Record

Greece

13 pages

eng

P386-72

16-dig

Connected to law for abandoned property

Inlcudes law no. 205 from 29 May 1943 regarding
the confiscation and use of the abandoned houses
in the old Jewish neighbourhood of Salonika during
Nazi occupation; abolishment of this law (no. 337,
23 May 1945) and Law 846/1946 of 22 January 1946
(additional abolishment to the Law 205); also
abolishment of laws on mixed marriages between
Jews and non-Jews during the Nazi occupation

Incl.: notes of Alfred Cohen regarding 1945-1946
the question who are the heirs and
have the rights to receive restitution
for the Jewish property, also regarding
the former Jewish hospital

incl. also unclear handwritten notes, not
connected to the law

January 17, 1946

Original signed letter and copy with
Alfred Cohen’s handwritten notes and
changes

English summary of Law no. 846/1946, published
in the Official Gazette
Note in the Jewish Chronicle regarding the
involvement of Joseph Basso from the Greek
community in Cairo
Letter from the Jewish Community in Salonika
informing the Central Board of Jewish
Communities of Greece that the Minister of
Justice had visited the community in connection
with law 846/1946 and law 808

January 1946

Xerox copy

August 1946

Till August 1946 the Law was not put in
effect

Report regarding law 200/1946 which dealt with
rental payments that should be paid to the former
owners or their heirs
Recognition by law of the OPAIE organization
Official printed text (March 1949) and typewritten
which worked for the restitution of Jewish
drafts with related letter (1946)
property and the implementation of Law
846/1946
Drafts and notes regarding the law
Various Swiss Federal laws regarding war damage
to possessions and restitution; circular from the
World Jewish Congress, Office of Indemnification
regarding restitution of property (November 1946)

1946

Alfred Cohen's political activity on behalf of
Greek Jewry
Central British Fund and AJDC: Report and letters
regarding allocations for a sanatorium for the
many tuberculosis patients in Greece after the
liberation
Correspondence and memoranda with various
organizations regarding Jewish property, Jewish
communities in Greece and death declarations

Includes a telegram from the AJDC at the American
Embassy Athens (I.G. Jascobson) to the AJDC in New
York quoting the letter from the Ministry of Justice
regarding the law

1945

August 1946

1946-1949

1946
1945-1948

1946

Handwritten drafts of Alfred Cohen’s letters to the
AJDC regarding actions to be taken in accordance of
the law; correspondence with the Central British
Fund and with George Weis, Jewish Relief Units

1946-1947

xerox copy

The letter was prepared by
Alfred Cohen

P386-81

File Record

Paris

7 pages

eng

Memoranda, notes and lists by Alfred Cohen
regarding his meetings, actions and visits on
behalf of Greek Jewry; favoring the law on Jewish
property
Copy of a letter from Alfred Cohen to Joel David
Includes a newspaper article in the "Jewish
Wolfsohn (Director of European Operations for
Chronicle" regarding David Wolfsohn
the American Jewish Committee) regarding Jewish
issues in Greece; notes regarding Wolfsohn

ca. 1946-1947

P386-82

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

P386-83

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

3 pages

eng

Minutes of the "Children's Center Committee"
special meeting regarding the Children's
Educational & Welfare Center in Salonika;
dispersing families housed in the Center

September 1947

P386-84

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

2 pages

eng

December 1947

Greece

ca. 30 pages

eng

Copy of a letter from Rabbi A. Schreiber to the
Central British Fund for Jewish Relief &
Rehabilitation, encouraging the Secretary of the
CBF to support the continuation of Miss Ann
Molho's important work on behalf of Jewish
children in Northern Greece and the Children's
Center in Salonika
Drafts of a letter from Alfred Cohen to Joel Fischer Includes a draft of a letter to AJDC New York on the
(Legal Advisor at the General Council of the AJDC same matter
Office) re restitution of Greek Jewish property,
and notes regarding the connection with Fischer

P386-85

File Record

P386-86

File Record

Greece

ca. 40 pages

fre

P386-87

File Record

Greece

13 pages

eng

Copies of letters sent by Alfred Cohen to J.M.
Shaftesley, the editor of the "Jewish Chronicle",
with detailed suggestions for editorials on Greek
Jewry to be published in the newspaper

File Record

Greece

9 pages

eng

Inquiry by Alfred Cohen to and answer from "The The file contains quotations from the Jewish
Jewish Chronicle" regarding an article published in Chronicle in January 1913 on the Jewish question in
1913 on the attitude of the Greek King and his
the treaty
government towards the Jewish population in
Salonika at the 1913 Peace Treaty between
Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro and the
Ottoman Empire

February 1947

This inquiry was the base to justify
Alfred Cohen's later approach to the
Jewish Chronicle to publish an editorial
on the situation of Greek Jewry (see files
…)

P386-89

File Record

Greece

22 pages

eng

Correspondence between Alfred Cohen and Ann
Molho in Greece and the "Jewish Committee for
Relief abroad" (financed by the Central British
Fund for Jewish Relief and Rehabilitation)
regarding their assistance in publicizing in the
"Jewish Chronicle" the devasting situation of
Greek Jewry and offering possible legal solutions,
including the possible involvement of A.G.
Brotman from the American Jewish Conference

1947

Alfred Cohen mentions that he had
approached JDC in the same matter
without receiving any reaction; Brotman
mentions that he would meet Cohen at
the Conference in Seelisberg and have
there the opportunity to discuss the
problem of Greek Jewry

P386-S3.3

Sub-Series
Record
File Record

P386-88

P386-90-dig

02-dig

Greece

14 pages

eng

eng

Memorandum by Mentech Molho (Chairman of
Drafts and final typed version of the memorandum
the Research Bureau for the Jewish Property
Committee) to the chairman of the Central Relief
Committee, Athens regarding Jewish property and
implementation of the law

Reports and memoranda (mostly by Alfred
Cohen) on Greek Jewry
The rescue of Jews remaining in Greece
(confidential memorandum by Alfred Cohen)

Includes: a copy of a proposal for a note on Greek
Jewry to be published in the "Jewish Chronicle" and
actual short publications in the newspaper on the
situation of Greek Jewry (September 1946)

Includes a report by Alfred Cohen on his personal
fate and activities for Greek Jewry after the war, his
opinion regarding support and the best ways to act
in order to improve the situation (moral support);
extract of letters sent to Dr. Schwartz, Chairman of
the European Executive Council of the AJDC, Paris,
regarding Jewish property in Greece and
emphasizing the need for a law

June 1947

In this case it seems very possible that
Alfred Cohen was involved in writing
this letter in favor of Miss Molho and
their common task

October 1947

It seems that these drafts and notes
were written by Alfred Cohen

November 1947

September 1946,
March 1947

May 1944 (?)

According to Alfred Cohen's
daughter the letters from Ann
Molho were actually also
written by Alfred Cohen in
order to act in as many
directions as possible

P386-91

File Record

Greece

6 pages

eng

Report regarding the status of Jews in Greece
before, during and after the occupation and the
problem of Jewish owned property

P386-92

File Record

Greece

12 pages

eng

Report regarding the history and development of Various Jewish organizations; fate of the survivors;
Jews in Greece after WWII (by Alfred Cohen)
tensions between the survivors from concentration
camps and former partisans: history of AJDC in
Greece; complaint regarding excessive supplies
from abroad which causes, in Cohen's opinion,
unpleasantenss between the recipients and other
Jews and prevents the development of local
resources

P386-93
P386-94

File Record
File Record

Greece
Greece

9 pages
5 pages

eng
eng

P386-95

File Record

Greece

11 pages

eng

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

26 pages

eng

P386-97

File Record

Greece

2 pages

eng

Memorandum from the Anglo-Jewish Association,
London regarding the restitution of Jewish-owned
property in Greece - Note on the situation in
September 1946

P386-98

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

1 page

eng

Fragmentary reports on the situation of the Jews
in Salonika

P386-99

File Record

Greece, Palestine 2 pages

eng

Report regarding aliyah

P386-100
P386-101

File Record
File Record

Greece
Thessalonikē
(Greece)

eng
eng

Heirless property
Report on the Sick Bay Project

P386-96

22-dig

4 pages
6 pages

There was no antisemitism in Greece before WWII
(besides Macedonia) and Jews had full rights;
insecurity of individual Jews, situation of Jews
mainly in Athens and Salonika; unemployment

Report on Greek Jewry before WWII, on their
actual situation and their actual needs
Handwritten summary on the history of Greek
Jews and their communities before and during the
Holocaust and the fate of the Jews who survived
the camps and returned to Greece (by Alfred
Cohen)
Relief & rehabilitation work on behalf of Greek
Jewry (Report by Ann Molho)
Ancient Jewish Cemetery of Salonika (confidential Includes: 34 photos of the destroyed cemetery after
report, not for publication)
liberation and of other Jewish sites and people;
letter from H.O. Joseph, Central British Fund for
Jewish Relief and Rehabilitation to Ann Molho
regarding the cemetery; memorandum from Cecil
Roth regarding the ancient Jewish cemetery in
Salonika
He praises the law from January 1946 and expresses
the hope that the problem of Greek Jewry would be
solved by the time the law was ratified and
implemented (which did not happen till September
1946)

ca. 1946

ca. 1946

ca. 1946
ca. 1946

June 1946
August 1946

3 different copies

September 1946

2 ex.

1946

Complaint that too many Greek Jews emigrate to
Eretz Israel and that too many resources are put
into emigration, instead of resettling the Jewish
communities in Greece and investing in their
education and development; Eretz Israel should be
prioritized for Jews from other European countries

ca. 1946

ca. 1946
ca. 1946

The project was initiated by Alfred
Cohen; part of the equipment came
from UNRRA, the money was funded by
the CBF, AJDC and community members

P386-102

File Record

Greece

10 pages

gre

Report re neglected Jewish property in Greece
(drafts and typed version)

Cancellation of the former law which stated that
Jewish property belongs to the Greek State; Jewish
cemetery in Salonika. The municipality of Salonika's
intention to construct a Holocaust memorial in
memory of the 50000 Jewish residents of the city
who were murdered during the Holocaust; the
world should be informed about how the Bulgarians
treated the Greek Jews before the arrival of ther
Germans, and about the good relations which
existed between the Greeks and the Jews before
the Holocaust

P386-103

File Record

Greece

8 pages

eng

April 1947

P386-104

File Record

Greece

9 pages

eng

P386-105

File Record

Greece

5 pages

eng

P386-106

File Record

Greece

8 pages

eng

Prospects of Jewish communities in Greece
(Report by Alfred Cohen)
Greece's record regarding the Jews (Report by
Alfred Cohen)
Conditions of Jews in Greece (Report by Alfred
Cohen)
Report regarding Jewish roots in Greece; history Alfred Cohen also describes his personal fate during
of the Jews in Athens and Salonika since the 16th the occupation; he emphasizes his dissatisfaction
century; Jewish life in Salonika after the liberation with the new AJDC director for Greece
and outlook to the future

P386-107

File Record

Greece

30 pages

eng

December 1947

P386-108

File Record

Greece

5 pages

eng

Five memoranda on Greek Jewry before, during
and after the Holocaust
Future of Jewish community assets in Greece

P386-109

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

9 pages

eng

P386-110

File Record

7 pages

eng

P386-111

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)
Greece

2 pages

fre

P386-112

File Record

Greece

5 pages

eng

P386-113

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

P386-114

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

P386-115

File Record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

8 pages

eng

P386-116

File Record

3 pages

eng

P386-S3.4

Sub-Series
Record

Drafts and type-written final versions, marked
"confidential"

The housing problem in Salonika and the
utilization of the Central British Fund grant
(Report by Alfred Cohen)
Property report

ca. 1946

July 1947

2 different copies

July 1947

2 different copies

ca. 1947

The report was written by Alfred Cohen
after he finished his position as AJDC
local director

March 1947
July 1947

ca. 1947

Report of a meeting of the Jewish community in
Salonika on the procedures and dissatisfaction in
Salonika regarding Jewish property and the
related law
Christian-Jewish relations in Greece (Report by
Alfred Cohen)
Need for combatting manifestations of
antisemitism in Greece (Report by Alfred Cohen)

ca. 1947-1948

The Central British Fund allocation and the
tuberculosis problem in Greece (Report by Alfred
Cohen)
Proposed "Day-Nursery Project" in Salonika, by
Ann Cohen, JCRA (Jewish Committee for Relief
Abroad, London) Representative, Salonika

May 1947

Report from the Central British Fund for Relief and Incl.: Annual report of the Central British Fund for
Rehabilitation (sent to Miss Mazur in Athens) on Relief and Rehabilitation for the year 1945
their allocations for reviving Jewish life and
religious leadership in Greece, for housing, the
sanatorium project, for school materials etc.

date unknown

Alfred Cohen's involvement with AJDC in Greece

April 1947

2 different copies

April 1947

November 1948

Belle Mazur was according a report on
AJDC activities in Greece the "guarding
angel" who first through UNRRA helped
to provide all necessary equipment to
camp survivors in Salonika. She was also
temporary head of AJDC in Athens.

P386-117

File Record

P386-118

File Record

P386-119

File Record

P386-120

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

6 pages

eng

5 pages

eng

fre

Greece

ca. 50 pages

gre

eng

File Record

Greece

5 pages

eng

P386-121

File Record

Greece

10 pages

eng

Copies of letters sent by Alfred Cohen to various
AJDC administrators as part of his effort to help
individual survivors receive a job or an education

P386-122

File Record

Athens

3 pages

eng

P386-123

File Record

Athens

ca. 70 pages

eng

Copies of letters sent by Alfred Cohen to Marvin J.
Goldfine, AJDC director in Athens
Correspondence with Marvin J. Goldfine, Director
of AJDC Athens

P386-124

File Record

Greece

4 pages

eng

Copies of a letter sent by Alfred Cohen to Joseph J.
Schwartz (Chairman of the Eurpean Executive
Council AJDC) and to M.W Beckelman (ViceChairman of the Eurpean Executive Council AJDC)
requesting meetings with them in order to update
them on the situation of Greek Jewry, receive
their assistance and implement plans for action

P386-125

File Record

Paris

7 pages

eng

Correspondence with Dr. Schwartz, Chairman of Alfred Cohen sums up his opinions regarding
the European Executive Council of the AJDC, Paris treatment for the remaining Jews in Solonika

P386-126

File Record

7 pages

eng

P386-127

File Record

2 pages

eng

P386-128

File Record

3 pages

eng

P386-129

File Record

13 pages

eng

P386-130

File Record

3 pages

eng

Copies from letters in the AJDC archives regarding
the involvement of Alfred Cohen in the
organization
Two sheets of a table, compiled by AJDC, listing
Alphabetic
members of the Jewish community in Salonika
who survived the Holocaust; notes their future
intentions
Circular to the AJDC country directors on
restitution laws, published by George Weis
AJDC Paris: Report of activities July-September
1947
Letter from Joel H. Fisher (AJDC General counsel)
hoping to meet Alfred Cohen; draft of Alfred
Cohen's answer

Thessalonikē
(Greece)

Copies of three confidential letters by Alfred
Cohen to Marvin J. Goldfine, Director of AJDC
Athens regarding community matters in Salonika
and the possible appointment of a governmental
commissioner to liaise with the Jewish community

Correspondence with the AJDC and memorandum
regarding Italians who own property in the Allied
territories
Letter from Alfred Cohen to the AJDC
representative in Athens regarding the accounts
of AJDC Regional offices and the Salonika
Community Relief Office
Two reports regarding AJDC activities in Greece
(by Alfred Cohen)

These letters were written after he
resigned from the AJDC but was still
active in the organization

November 1946

These letters were written while Alfred
Cohen was still the official Regional JDC
Director in Salonika (he resigned in
November 1946 but was still very much
involved in all the projects in 1947)

1946

Includes copies of various account statements from
these organizations

Spring/Summer 1946: interim report on what was
completed and what should be done; lack of an
agreement between the communities and AJDC
regarding allocations; aliyah (Alfred Cohen thinks
that the mayority of Greek Jews should not
emigrate to Eretz Israel)

1946

1 year of AJDC activities in Greece:
Description of various projects - old
age, children, sick, Hachshara; critic
towards the Central Board of Jewish
Communities

ca. 1946

1946-1947

The letter also mentions the reopening of the
Jewish hospital in Salonika
Letters and reports from Alfred Cohen to Marvin
Goldfine, complaining about the mismanagement
by his successor, Adell, in the following matters:
tuberculosis patients and hospital in Salonika;
individual cases; equipment and staff in the office;
financial contributions; communal property; ancient
Jewish cemetery in Salonika; antisemitism in
Greece; Research Bureau

March-April 1947
Includes: general complaints of
Goldfine's management and dealing
with individual and communal
problems; salary for Alfred Cohen;
short general answers by Goldfine

1947

This correspondence falls in the period
when Alfred Cohen was no longer
Regional JDC Director in Salonika but
still very much involved in all its projects

1947

The correspondence deals also with
1947
Cohen's resignation from the position
as JDC Regional director for Salonika
1947, 1972

October 1946

Was used foor the Selisberg Conference

August 1947
October 1947
December 1947January 1948

stencil

P386-S3.5
P386-131

Sub-Series
Record
File Record

Greece

8 pages

eng

P386-132

File Record

Greece

2 pages

eng

P386-133

File Record

Greece

11 pages

eng

P386-134

File Record

Greece

3 pages

eng

Two letters from Alfred Cohen to A.G. Brotman
(General Secretary of the Board of Deputies,
London) asking him to advocate on behalf of
Greek Jewry in England and the USA

P386-135

File Record

Greece

6 pages

fre

P386-S3.6

Sub-Series
Record

P386-136

File Record

Seelisberg
(Switzerland),
Salonika

5 pages

gre

P386-137

File Record

Seelisberg
(Switzerland),
Salonika

24 pages

fre

eng

ORT Hellénique: Foundation of an ORT branch and
a vocational school in Greece
Political activity - International Emergency
Conference on Anti-Semitism (Seeligsberg
Conference)
Report from 1943 on the events regarding the
Jews in Salonika under Nazi occupation, with
official letter from the archbishop to Alfred Cohen
(1947) referring to that report – collected for the
Seelisberg Conference
Seelisberg: Documents from the Conference,
Includes a letter from organizing secretary Pierre
including statements on Salonika, notes
Visseur inviting Alfred Cohen to the Seeligsberg
Conference; documents dealing with Cohen's
struggle to receive official papers to participate in
the conference

P386-138

13-dig; 17- File Record
dig, 18dig
File Record

Seelisberg
(Switzerland),
Greece
Seelisberg
(Switzerland)

32 pages

eng

fre

ca. 150 pages

eng

fre

P386-139

Involvement with other organizations
Research Bureau Committee: Minutes of
extraordinary meeting (April 1947) and related
correspondence

fre

Translation of a letter from Alfred Cohen to Haim
Benroubi, from the Allocations Committee,
Athens, describing his personal concern and
efforts to solve the problem of Jewish property in
Greece
Correspondence with H.O. Joseph (Chairman
Austria, Italy and Greece Department of the
Jewish Committee for Relief Abroad, London)
regarding the preparation of reports by Alfred
Cohen for the Central British Fund on the situation
of Greek Jewry in order to receive support from
the CBF

The Research Bureau asked the Central Board of
Jewish Communities in Greece and the AJDC
(through Marvine Goldfine, AJDC director for
Greece) for allocations of funds in order to be able
to continue its activities. The Committee was
accused by the two other bodies of not fulfilling its
duties and of wasting money

Seelisberg Conference: Reports during the
conference from the various country delegations
regarding the situation of the Jews and Jewish
refugees in their countries; Reports on the
relationship between Jews and Christians in
various countries; program for Conference;
stencils from the conference; draft of speeches by
Alfred Cohen

1947

Alfred Cohen was a member of the
Research Bureau Committee; Mentesh
Molho was the chairman of the
Committee. The Research Bureau dealt
with abandoned Jewish property in
Salonika

April 1947

Description of various projects: Sanatorium for TB
patients, "Sick Bay prjoect", Children's Centre,
summer camps; description of the inner communal
crisis in Greece; complaint about the disfunctional
new AJDC representative in Athens

In the letters he mentions all the documents he
added to his request in order to advance the issue

Final official report on Greek Jewry and Alfred
Includes: related letters
Cohen's contribution in the Seelisberg Conference
ger

As a result Alfred Cohen and other
Committee members threatened to
resign from the Committee

Reports from the various country delegations
regarding the situation of the Jews, Jewish refugees,
anitsemitism, education regarding Jews etc. in their
countries; Reports on the relationship between
Jews and Christians in various countries; program
for Conference; stencils from the conference; draft
of speech by Alfred Cohen; list of participants
according their countries of origin

Problem in receiving travel permits
April-July 1947
and passports from the British
authorities for Greek (including
Jewish) citizens, because of their fear
for terrorism

May 1947

From 1 letter we have only page 1

January 1948
1947

Alfred Cohen participated in this
Conference as one of the Jewish
representatives

1943, 1947

Correspondence between Visseur and February-July
Molho on Greek Jewry and the actions 1947
to be taken on their behalf at the
Conference. Recommendation to
invite Alfred Cohen to the Conference
to represent the Jewish perspective;
bureaucratic correspondence on
issuing a passport and other Greek
documents to enable his participation
in the Conference

1947

Alfred Cohen's reports on Greec
1947
Jewry; Freedom, Justice and
Responsibility. Reports and
Recommendations of the
International Conference of Christians
and Jews", Oxford 1946

Here he met Stella who was the
secretary of the Swiss Jewish delegate
(George Guggenheim)

Only single documents exist
as scans

P386-140-dig

File Record

P386-141

34 pages

eng

International Council of Christians and Jews Reports and recommendations of the Emergency
Conference on Anti-Semitism, Seelisberg 1947

File Record

9 pages

fre

Conference of UJECO (United Jewish Educational
and Cultural Organization)

P386-142

File Record

9 pages

fre

Conference Europeenne des Centres de
Documentation Juives

P386-143

File Record

2 pages

fre

Conference of Central Board of Jewish
Communities in Europe

P386-S4
P386-144

Series
Record
File Record

P386-145

File Record

Greece

4 pages

lad
(Soliter
o)
fre

P386-146

File Record

Bulgaria

3 pages

fre

P386-147

File Record

Greece

3 papers

gre

File Record

Leeds

3 pages

eng

P386-149

File Record

Greece

1 issue

gre

P386-150

File Record

Greece

5 pages

gre

P386-PH-001

File record

Greece

P386-PH-002

File record

Greece

Wedding photograph of Haimaki and Rachel
Cohen
Photograph of Cohen family

P386-PH-003

File record

Greece

P386-PH-004

File record

P386-PH-005

File record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)
Greece

P386-PH-006

File record

Greece

1 digital file
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)

P386-PH-007

File record

Greece

P386-PH-008
&009
P386-PH-010

File record

Trikala

Cohen home in Trikala: detail (needs to be
identified)
Royal visit to Trikala

Two photographs of the royal visit to Trikala

1912

File record

Royal visit to Salonika

The prince with the rabbi and Haim Cohen

1936

P386-PH-011

File record

Thessalonikē
(Greece)
Thessalonikē
(Greece)

1 digital file
(JPG)
2 digital files
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)
1 digital file
(JPG)

Royal visit to Salonika

The prince with the rabbi and other dignitaries

1936

P386-148

12-dig

Seelisberg
(Switzerland)

1947

List and program; reprint of article in the "Jewish
Chronicle" regarding educational reconstruction in
Europe
Programs and other materials

Letter regarding coverage of cost for Alfred Cohen's
participation in the Seelisberg Conference

October 1947

December 1947

1948

Alfred Cohen obviously attended as
representative of Greece together with
Moise Bebeniste

Unclear letter in Solitreo Ladino

1917

Xerox copy

Pages of the Greek newspaper "L'Independant" in
French
Copy of Bulgarian Law (no. 151) regarding special
taxes on Jewish property and possessions in
Bulgaria
Greek Jewish newspapers
Jewish newspapers with articles on Jewish property
in Greece, on the fact that AJDC left Athens (1947)
and on general Jewish matters
Leeds University Library, Special Collections MS
Roth - List of letter and papers of Dr. Cecil Roth
relating to the Jewish community of Salonika at
the end of WWII
Article in a non-Jewish newspaper critisizing a
Greek pro-Jewish representative who visited Israel
on the 100th birthday of David Ben Gurion and
visited a local Greek synagogue on Greece's
Independence Day

June 15, 1934

Unclear for which article the newspaper
was kept

Printed Greek song and an attached letter stating
that the song should be reprinted

date unknown

Varia
1 page

July 1941

1947

1983

April 1987

Cohen family

Wedding photograph of Haimaki (Haim) and Rachel
Cohen
Family photograph of Haimaki (Haim), Rachel and
their three children
Photograph of one of the Cohen children

1910

Family in Salonika

Extended family in living room in Salonika

ca.1925

Photograph: Tilde, Freddy, Haim, Rachel

Photograph of Tilde, Freddy, Haim and Rachel
Cohen
Exterior of family home in Trikala. Family standing
on one of the balconies. Greek flag flying

1941

Cohen home in Trikala

1905
1910

1924

1924

According to the list the material was
digitized in September 2004

